
From explanation to treatment, 
it has never been so quick!

Concept and advantages

› ERGONOMICS AND HYGIENE

 Its user-friendly confi guration in two parts confers a multifunctional potential  
which saves us time and contributes to bring a positive image of our practice :
we can, in the same area, e�  ciently talk with our patients with a presentation 
screen, manage our computer fi les and be ready to care for our patients, without 
losing eye contact with our management software.

 Its layout at the side of the chair and separated from other technical elements 
enable optimize fl ows between patient, practitioner and assistant. The result is a 
smooth and user-friendly operation which in long term ensures an e� ective and 
serene practice that meets hygiene standards.

 Its design, made from high quality and rigorously selected materials, answer to 
strict hygiene standards and safeguard a sustainable durability.

› UNIVERSAL DESIGN ASPECT

 With a combination of two shapes and several materials, Xplan® is as customi-
zable as we want. Optimized dimensions enable integration into all environments 
and all decorative styles. 

 Its refi ned and elegant design provides a warm and welcoming soul to the treat-
ment area where impersonal atmosphere usually prevails.

 Its “all inclusive” kit presentation enables your IT system to be quickly integrated 
with the Xplan® solution.

Xplan® Concept

keep reading  ›

Responding to work spaces always more 
downsized, more and more demanding 
patients and a growth of the temporal 
pressure, Xplan® is a furniture concept 
especially designed to reinvent our daily 
way to work.
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Technical characteristics

› SIZES

Total length : 210 cm - Maximal width : 107 cm - Minimal width : 40 cm
Worktop height : 75 cm - Shelf height : 90 cm

› AVAILABLE SHAPES

 triangular shape  /    rounded shape (right-handed and left-handed reversible) 

› AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Worktop and shelf - Krion® / wood veneer (online customizable fi nishing).
Legs - Krion® / wood / stainless steel (online customizable fi nishing).

›  XPLAN® CONCEPT KIT CONTENT

 Worktop and shelf / Legs / Invisible wall attachment / Computer holder (under 
the worktop) / 2 screen wall mounts: 1 fi xes et 1 rotating / Round cable pass.
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Xplan®, a multifunctional ergonomic furniture 

with customizable fi nishing, made for a more qualitative, 

e� ective and peaceful daily practice.
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